
 

These are comments relating to the letter from Melinda Ryan. I am going to reply to more than just the 

issues of interest to the PDC, as I feel it is important that you know that there is a faction that is using 

the PDC as a weapon against the movement. Though you may not care for our move or even have an 

opinion about it, you do need to know when you are being used as a tool for defamation. 

 

Ryan makes special note that I own a white van, which is true though that in itself is not a PDC 

violation. She also asserts that it is a “jumbled mess”, which is on one hand subjective but on the other 

an attempt to embellish her tail casting a negative light on me. 

 

At any time was Ms Ryan “delegated” to anything, in fact when she picked up some signs on 

5/10/2021, she volunteered to work the sign table along side of Lisa Srsen (who William calls Lisa 

Sorenson, but who's name really is Lisa Srsen, she is a PCO under that name). 

 

We do NOT sell signs or t-shirts. But they are given as premiums for certain levels of contributions. I 

have made it clear both in writing in our Facebook posts and on our Facebook Live-streams that we 

“sell” nothing. These are for “contribution' only. 

 

I very carefully and specifically explained to both Melinda and Lisa that they MUST collect names and 

address for every contribution, and occupation for contributions over $99.99 and employer address for 

contributions over $249.99. This is posted ALL OVER our website (recallInslee.org), and also on ALL 

of our Facebook groups. We are VERY clear about gathering this information. Also I talk often about 

the PDC in our live streams: About being in compliance and about what a valuable resource it is. 

 

Ms Ryan had pens and she also brought a green note book and a blue note book. She and Lisa were 

100% in charge of the merch table.  

 

I was not directly supervising their activities, nor was anyone else. We assumes that they were adults 

and would follow directions without hand holding. I was speaking and organizing the event, I wasn't 

even on the merch committee. 

 

Alexis was not involved in any way with the merch table, her responsibilities were otherwise focused 

on coordinating with speakers and organizing. She was not in anyway involved with handling money, 

nor does she have any connection with money or accounting. 

 

Though where we set up is not of interest to the PDC: I parked my van in the lot of a business next to 

the secretary of state, after gaining permission from the business. Melinda and Lisa unload the shirts 

and signs. The business owners said though the van is to be parked, they would rather not have the 

signs in the lot, so we moved them to the edge of the SOS parking lot, the SOS made no comment of 

the subject. The comment that we “ weren't supposed to set up on the origin lot..” is irreverent, beyond 

the knowledge of either Melinda or Linda and only said to cast a false light on us. When ask to move 

we did, without incident. No one from the “board of elections” came out regarding the signs. The only 

interaction we had with the members of the SoS office was when the assistant SoS came out to receive 

the recall changes that we filed (this can be seen in many media publications). 

 

Again, the merch table was NOT a store, she is using this terminology against how she was trained and 

only as a means of implying that we were doing things that we weren't. 

 

During the time Melinda and Lisa were at the table I stopped by periodically and reminded them to 



keep names and address, Melinda repeatably said she was documenting everything and not to worry. 

After the event, I counted the money and deposited in to the Washingtonians to Recall Inslee account at 

Heritage Bank. The cash was for 1230.00 But when I asked for the accounting Melinda said she would 

send me a spreadsheet. I asked her the next few day for the accounting. I continued in good faith to ask 

for the accounting so that I could file the C3 but she keep saying she would give it to me. 

 

After a week of this I talked to Lisa and was told that NOTHING had been written down. Though I had 

made the deposit on 5/18/2021 I still needed to do the C3 but I had no data. I keep asking Melinda to 

reconstruct what she could, but did nothing. Eventually it slipped my mind as there was so much going 

on at the time.  

 

When I started the audit recently to look for the Bacus check I found the deposit with no C3, so I filed 

it. I am not familiar with anonymous and small fundraisers as I have never used that before. Since I was  

handed CASH by Melinda and she was UNABLE to account for it, it seemed like it was reasonable to 

just account it to her. 

 

Here is the counting of the cash for 05/17/2021: 

 

 

This is out of the work section of our ledger. 

 

It is true that I often mention Tim Eyman's name as I have ALWAYS and publicly stated how important 

it is to keep PDC compliance. If you would like to see screenshots of how much mention of the PDC 

there is on our Facebook groups and our website, just ask. 

 

As mentioned earlier, Alexis Wallace does not work with financing or account, statements to the 

contrary are false and knowing inappropriate. Both William, Lisa and Melinda have personal grudges 

against Alexis. William has a personal grudge against me because I would not allow him to be an 

Admin on our Facebook group. William also had allowed himself to believe that he would take over the 

group, when he found that wasn't gone to happen he actively engaged in activities to destabilize the 

group. One last comment regarding Melinda's comment concerning Ms Wallace is that they are both 

false and defamatory, the PDC is a third party, these statements are public and Ms Wallace is NOT a 

privileged person. I know that none of that is of any interest to the PDC but it must be said. 

 

So, if you would have me file the accounting for the $1230.00 in some other way I am happy to do so. 

But I filed it in good faith in the manner that seemed most reasonable give the circumstances. My only 

regret is that it wasn't filed earlier, but May was a crazy month and I did get behind (as you see from 

not having the Bacus check filed, though it was deposited in the bank immediately. I am still going over 

may to make sure that nothing is missing. I suspect that there is one check that may be missing, as I 

have a copy of the check but can't identify the C3 that it's on. That should be resolved soon. Ironically 

that check is for $250 from Melinda Ryan. So, yet one more lie from Melinda. 

 

Monday Filing 20 43 860

100 1 100

50 3 150

10 6 60

5 7 35

1 25 25

total 85 1230 Melinda/cash



I have nothing to hide, as you know. I have interacted with you for 2 campaigns over 3 years and you 

have been extremely help. The PDC is a valuable resource. If you would like me to come in and show 

you my files I am happy to do so. 

 

Thank you 


